Solution Brief

Smarter Universities

Provide Outstanding Student Experiences
with it.education

Competition is rising in higher
education. But with integrated
student lifecycle management,
institutions can make a difference
in the market and attract talented,
digitally empowered students.

Manage Your Data, Empower Your Students

How it.education Makes the Difference

it.education is geared towards driving student

With it.education, institutions can:

success and retention. Everyone within the
organization profits from it – from students to

nn Create an individualized learning experience

faculty members, administration, and IT staff.

nn Use data to predict student progress and

Some key benefits at a glance:

performance
nn Act on up-to-date reports, insights, and

nn Flexibility for students: Students can evaluate

information

their own progress, and book, change, or

nn Plan modules and lectures efficiently

cancel modules easily. If they are considering

nn Provide user-friendly interfaces for staff and

taking a new direction, they receive guidance
on the options available to them.
nn Real-time information: Instant insights

into student performance empower faculty,
students, and administration.

students
nn Offer mobile apps to give students anytime

access to module information and exam results
nn Intervene if students are at risk of failing or

dropping out

nn Simplified application and admission:

Support for the Entire Student Journey

Efficient management of admissions processes

it.education Boosts Student Success
and Retention

improves the whole application phase – from
completing the online form to review and
decision. Students can track their application
status online.
nn Streamlined administration: Fully

it.education gives institutions the tools
to differentiate themselves quickly while
maintaining flexibility.

integrated student information systems
significantly simplify administrative tasks
and maintenance. This enables improved
Riding the Wave of Change

itelligence has developed it.education, a solution

Competition is rising in higher education. Today’s

based on the SAP Student Lifecycle Management

students are more demanding and have developed

application and best practices in higher education.

a consumerist ethos towards institutions of higher

It covers all university processes – from application

and faculty can quickly and easily review and

education. They want value for money, flexible

and enrolment to course management and

update information at any time.

learning, convenient access to information, and most

graduation. The solution helps institutions to better

of all, support throughout their journey. With many

understand students’ needs and respond in a way

students turning to non-traditional methods of

that improves student performance, satisfaction,

learning, such as massive open online courses and

and retention.

student services, such as tailored study plans
or personal learning support.
nn Self-service tools: Students, administration,

nn Full support: The solution covers the entire

student journey, from prospect to alumnus.

webinars, universities must adapt to the digitally
empowered generation.

It records a wealth of data, creating a comprehensive
picture of students that goes beyond traditional

There are five key steps to ensuring the future

student information systems. Moreover, it requires

success of any institution of higher learning:

less time and effort to maintain, freeing up time for
IT staff and university administration to innovate

nn Support the entire student journey

and support decision making.

Proven Time to Value
Pinpointed delivery of results in
budget and on time through special
implementation methodology and a
template approach.

Education Competence Center
A pool of experts from itelligence
totally dedicated to the higher
education sector.

nn Adapt to non-traditional students and
Support for the
Entire Student Lifecycle

new ways of learning
nn Leverage student and learning analytics
nn Improve student retention and outcomes
nn Embrace standardized solutions and

best practices

97

of the 100 top
universities in
the world run
SAP solutions.

Integrated, yet Modular Solutions
it.education enables a consistent
experience from recruitment
to graduation – integrated, yet
modular and adaptable by design.

Focus on Innovation
The it.education solution builds
on the most innovative technology
foundations by SAP – including
SAP HANA, mobile, analytics, and
cloud solutions.

Find out more
To learn more about
it.education and SAP
solutions for higher
education, visit:

» www.itelligencegroup.com/education

Deliver best-in-class student experiences
from enrolment to graduation and beyond.
it.education provides the key to success.
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